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Abstract 
We show that the problem of deciding whether a digraph has a Hamiltonian path between 
two specified vertices and the problem of deciding whether a given graph has a cubic subgraph 
are complete for monotone NP via monotone projection translations. We also show that the 
problem of deciding whether a uniquely partially orderable (resp. comparability) graph has 
a cubic subgraph is complete for NP via projection translations: these problems were previously 
not even known to be complete for NP via polynomial-time reductions (the class of uniquely 
partially orderable graphs is a proper subclass of the class of comparability graphs). 
1. Introduction 
Notions regarding monotonicity in complexity theory have traditionally been 
developed in the context of families of boolean circuits and boolean functions; 
consequently, monotone versions of well-known complexity classes tend to be 
nonuniform. This is not to say that monotone versions of uniform classes do not exist: 
they do, but most research is focussed on monotonicity in the nonuniform setting. 
One difficulty is that a notion of “monotone” is usually clear when dealing with 
boolean circuits or boolean formulae (the models normally used to define nonuniform 
complexity classes) whilst this is not so when dealing with Turing machines (the model 
normally used to define uniform complexity classes): as remarked in [6], we have yet 
to find a straightforward uniform monotone analogue for deterministic Turing ma- 
chines (and we have, as yet, no uniform model for a monotone version of L). Another 
encumbrance is that boolean circuits and boolean formulae are much better suited to 
defining complexity classes contained within nonuniform P. Whilst they can, of 
course, be adapted so as to define classes such as nonuniform NP, the definitions are 
generally not so elegant. 
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In order to formulate what we mean by a monotone problem we need first of all 
a precise definition of a problem. This precision is inherent when we equate a problem 
with a family of boolean functions, and also when we define, as we do in this paper, 
a problem as being a set of finite structures over some (fixed) vocabulary (all our 
vocabularies consist entirely of relation symbols), where ajinite structure S over some 
vocabulary r has domain ISI = (0, 1, . . ., n - 11, for some n > 2 (and so S has size n), 
and a relation RS E 1 .!?I” for every a-ary relation symbol R in r. Let STRUCT(r) be the 
set of all finite structures over the vocabulary r and let Si, Sz E STRUCT(r). We say 
that S2 is a relational refinement ofS, if and only if IS1 1 = lSzl and for every relation 
symbol R of r of arity a, say, and for every u E I S1 1’ = I Sz I’, if R”(u) holds then R”(u) 
holds (throughout we adopt the nomenclature of, for example, [7,10,11,13,15] and 
we refer the reader to these papers for more details). The problem Q over r is monotone 
if for every Si, S2 E STRUCT(z) with Sz a relational refinement of Sr, SI E a implies 
that Sz E 52. For example, let ~~ = (E), where E is a binary relation symbol, and 
define the problem HP(O,max) as 
{S E STRUCT(7,): the digraph S has an Hamiltonian path 
from vertex 0 to vertex max>. 
Then HP(O,max) is a monotone problem. 
Given a definition of, for example, NP as a class of problems, i.e., sets of finite 
structures, we may now define monotone NP as those problems in NP which are 
monotone in the above sense (other notions of monotonicity have also arisen in the 
theory of databases Cl]). The class of monotone problems in NP has previously been 
characterized according to the following theorem (which is included for the sake of 
completeness even though it will not be of direct relevance to what follows: hence, not 
all concepts involved are subsequently fully defined). 
Theorem 1 (Stewart [lS]): As classes of problems over vocabularies consisting entirely 
of relation symbols, the following are identical. 
6) NPc-RAT. 
(ii) The class of all monotone problems in NP. 
(iii) The class of problems described by sentences of the logic NES*[FO:]. 
(iv) The class of problems described by sentences of existential second-order logic of the 
f orm 
3T,3TZ . ..3T.qb 
where each Ti is a relation symbol and C/I E FO, in which all relation symbols, apart from 
TI, Tzr . . . . Tk, s, and =, occur positively. 
As a brief word of explanation, 
. NPc-RAT is the class of problems accepted by polynomial-time conjective random- 
access Turing machines (see [lS]); 
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l the problem NES is the problem over the vocabulary z2, Z = (P, N), where P and 
N are binary relation symbols, such that S E STRUCT(z& is regarded as a c.n.f. 
boolean formula via P’(i,j) holds if and only if the literal Xi is in clause Cj, and 
Ns(i,j) holds if and only if the literal 1Xi is in clause Cj, and S E NES if and only if 
the c.n.f. boolean formula S is such that all clauses are nonempty and S is satisfiable 
(see Cl 51); 
l the logic NES* [FO,] is formed by allowing an unlimited number of nested positive 
applications of the operator (or, more precisely, of the sequence of generalized 
quantifiers) NES in the logic FO,, being first-order logic with a built-in successor 
relation s and two built-in constant symbols 0 and max (see [15] or, for example, 
[7] where the well-known transitive closure logic TC*[FO,], or in Immerman’s 
notation (FO + posTC), is similarly defined); 
l the logic NES*[FO:] is the sublogic of NES*[FO,] where in any formula, all 
occurrences of any relation symbol (apart from s) do not appear within the scope of 
a negation sign. 
More to the point, it was also shown in [15] that monotone NP has a complete 
problem via monotone projection translations, this problem being NES. Monotone 
projection translations are logical reductions between problems. That is, given a struc- 
ture over some vocabulary, a monotone projection translation allows us to describe 
a structure over another vocabulary in terms of the first structure. 
More precisely, let r’ = (R,, R2, . . . . R,) be some vocabulary, where each Ri is 
a relation symbol of arity ai, and let 9(z) be some logic over some vocabulary r. Then 
the formulae of C = { +i(xi): i = 1,2, . . . , r} c Y(z), where each formula $i is over the 
4ai distinct variables xi, for some fixed positive integer 4, are called z’-descriptiue. For 
each S E STRUCT(r), the T’-translation of S with respect to C is the structure 
S’ E STRUCT(r’) with universe 1 S1q defined as follows: for all i = 1,2, . . . , r and for any 
tuples (ul,uZ, . . . . u,~) E IS’1 = ISlq, 
Rf’h,u,, . . . . u,~) holds if and only if (S,(u,, u2, . . . , u,~ )) + 4i(Xi). 
Let 52 and 8’ be problems over the vocabularies r and z’, respectively. Let Z be a set of 
z’-descriptive formulae from some logic Y(z), and for each S E STRUCT(z) let 
a(S) E STRUCT(r’) denote the r’-translation of S with respect to C. Then M is an 
Y-translation of 51 if and only if for each S E STRUCT(r), S E Q if and only if a(S) E Q’. 
Let FO,(r) be first-order logic over r with a built-in successor elation s and built-in 
constant symbols 0 and max, which are always interpreted as 0 and n - 1 in any 
structure of size n. Let 4 E FO,(T), for some vocabulary z, be of the form 
V(aiAj?i: icl} 
for some finite index set I, where 
(i) each ai is a conjunction of the logical atomic relations, s, = , and their negations, 
and no symbol of z appears in any ai; 
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(ii) each pi is atomic or negated atomic; 
(iii) if i # j then ai and C(j are mutually exclusive. 
Then 4 is a projectiveformula. If each of the pi (above) is atomic then 4 is a monotone 
projectiveformula. Consequently, we have the notion of one problem being a monotone 
projection translation, say, of another. 
Projection translations are logical translations and were defined by Immerman [7] 
as uniform versions of Skyum and Valiant’s p-projections [93. Note that, according to 
our definitions, the usual version of the satisfiability problem is not monotone as 
adding a literal to an empty clause might spoil satisfiability: this is what we mean 
above when we say that we need a precise definition of a problem in order to consider 
monotonicity. 
Just as the satisfiability problem was the first problem to be shown to be NP- 
complete via polynomial-time transformations, it’s monotone counterpart NES was 
the first (and until now only) problem to be shown to be complete for monotone NP 
via monotone projection translations (or any other reduction for that matter). The 
closure of monotone NP under monotone projection translations makes these reduc- 
tions ideal for proving completeness results: they are very restricted and are the 
monotone counterparts of more general (restricted) reductions (see [12] for a full 
account on the merits of restricted logical reductions uch as projection translations). 
Consequently, given recent characterizations of NP by extensions of FO, using 
operators corresponding to other problems, such as HP(0, max) [l 11, one might ask 
whether monotone NP has other complete problems via monotone projection trans- 
lations. A general question, which remains open, is “If a monotone problem fz is 
complete for NP via projection translations, is it necessarily the case that D is 
complete for monotone NP via monotone projection translations?‘. 
In this paper, we show that the problems HP(O,max) and CUB are complete for 
monotone NP via monotone projection translations, where CUB is the problem over 
r2 consisting of those finite structures which, when considered as graphs, have a cubic 
subgraph (i.e., a subgraph where each vertex has degree 3). Both HP(0, max) and CUB 
are complete for NP via projection translations [l 1, 121. 
We have found that the usual constructions showing NP-completeness via 
polynomial-time reductions often do not suffice when we are interested in restricted 
logical reductions like (monotone) projection translations (see, for example, Section 5 
of [13]): moreover, it has been shown [2] that there are problems which are complete 
for NP via polynomial-time reductions but not via projection translations. Conse- 
quently, mimicking existing reductions is not usually good enough and more 
sophistication is generally required. A by-product of the constructions of this paper 
is that the problem of deciding whether a uniquely partially orderable graph has 
a cubic subgraph is NP-complete via projection translations (the class of uniquely 
partially orderable graphs is a proper subgraph of the class of comparability 
graphs): this problem (or even its generalization to the class of perfect graphs) was 
previously not even known to be NP-complete via polynomial-time transforma- 
tions. 
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2. Two complete problems 
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The reduction in [3] from NES to DHC, where DHC = {S E STRUCT(r,): the 
digraph S has a Hamiltonian circuit}, can be amended so that it is a reduction from 
NES to HP(O,max): moreover, this reduction can be described by a monotone 
projection translation. For completeness, and to save the reader having to work 
through Dahlhaus’ paper (and notation), we sketch a simple alternative reduction 
from NES to HP(0, max) (the proof is straightforward). 
Proposition 2. Let S E STRUCT(r,,,) be of size n and encode a collection of clauses Co, 
C 1 ,..., C,_loverthebooleanvariablesX,,XI ,..., X,_I.Forclli,j=O,l,..., n-l, 
let Gij be the digraph in Fig. 1, and let H be the digraph obtained by joining the Giis 
together as in Fig. 2 (where x0, x1,. .., x,_ 1, yo, y,, . . . , y,_ I are new vertices: note that 
the vertex Zj appears in Goj, G,j, . . . , G,_ lj). There is a Hamiltonian path in Hfiom x0 
to y,_ 1 if and only ifs is satisjiable and each clause Ci is nonempty. 
Fig. 1. The graph G,,. 
a-type vertices c-type vertices 
xo.q~j~Jjq>gyo 
I 
b-type vertices d-type vertices 
Fig. 2. The graph H. 
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Corollary 3. HP(0, max) is complete for monotone NP via monotone projection transla- 
tions. 
Now we turn to the problem CUB, but before proving Theorem 4 we require 
the following definition. Let H = (U, F) be a subgraph of the graph G = (V, E) 
where ul, u2, . . . . u, E U. We say that G is built from H(uI, u2, . . . . u,) if every edge 
of E involving a vertex from U \ (ur, u2, . . . . u,] is in F: this reflects the 
fact that H(u1,u2, . . . . u,) can be regarded as a fundamental building block when 
constructing G. 
Theorem 4. There is a monotone projection translation from HP(0, max) to CUB. 
Proof. Let S E STRUCT(r2) be of size n: so S is a digraph. We now build a graph o(S), 
in stages, such that S E HP(O,max) if and only if a(S) E CUB. 
Stage (i): The graph G( 1, . . . , m, 1 ‘, . . . , m' ) is defined as follows: 
l theverticesare {l,..., m, l’,..., m’}u{ai,bi,ci: i= 1,2 ,..., m}u{x} 
l the edges are {(i, ai), (ai, bi), (bi, Ci), (Ci, i’ ), (ai, x), (bi, x), (ci, x): i = 1,2, . . . , m} . 
This graph can be visualized as in Fig. 3. 
Stage (ii): The graph H(l, . . . , m, y) is defined as follows: 
l theverticesare {l,..., m}u{ai,bi,ci:i= 1,2 ,..., m}u{x,y} 
l the edges are ((i, ai), (ai, bi), (bi,Ci), (Ci, y), (ai, x), (bi, x), (Ciyx): i = 1,2, . . . , m}. 
This graph can be visualized as in Fig. 3. 
State (iii): Given any vertex x of any graph, we can tag x by introducing new vertices 
x1,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6 and new edges (x,x&x1,x2), (x1,x4), (x2,x3), (x2,x5), (x3,x4), 
(x3,x5), (x4,x5), (x5,x6). A tagged vertex is an in Fig. 4, along with its pictorial 
abbreviation. Note that if an edge of a tag appears in a cubic subgraph of some graph 
then ah edges apart from (x5,x6) do. 
Stage (iv): The graph K(l, . . . , n, l’, . . . , n’) is built from the graphs G(l”‘, . . . , n”‘, 
l’, . ..) n’), H(YII,...,YI,,~“), H(Yz~,...,Yz.,~“),..., and H(y,l,...,y,,n,n”). Also, 
thereareedges{(i”,i”‘):i= 1,2,...,n},eachvertexfrom{yij,i”,i”’:i,j= 1,2,...,n} 
is tagged, and for each i, j = 1,2, . . . , n, there is an edge (i, yji) if and only if E’(i,j) 
holds: there are no other vertices or edges. Note that the edges of K(1, . . . , n, l’, . . . , n’ ) 
X C-WDe 
veitke.3 
/ 
b-t)&  VefIices 2 
/” 
. . 
. . 
a-type 
. . 
vertxes \
m* ! \ . 
1’ 
2’ 
m’ 
2 
m 
Fig. 3. The graphs G(1, . . . . m, 1’, . . . . m’) and H(1, . . . . m,y). 
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Fig. 4. A tagged vertex. 
Fig. 5. The graph K(l, . . . . n, 1, . . . . n’). 
depend upon the edges of S; so, we say that K(l, . . . , n, l’, . . . , n’) depends upon S. The 
graph K(l, . . . ,n, l’, . . . , n’) can be visualized as in Fig. 5. 
Stage (v): Set N = n - 2. The graph a(S) is built from the graphs G(zI, . . . , zN, 
X1l,...,XIN), G(XN~,...,XNN,W~,...,WN), H(Xll, *.*,XNl,yl)r H(X12,...,XNZ, 
Yd, ..* ,H(XlN,.**, XNN,YN),K(X11,...rX1N,X21,...,XZN),K(X21,...,XZN,X31,...,X3N), 
. ..) andK(XN-I1,...rXN-1N,XN1,..., XNN). There are additional vertices x0 and x, _ 1 ; 
additional edges {(xo,zi): i = 1,2, . . . , IV, P(O,i)} u {(x,-l, wi): i = 1,2, . . . , IV, 
ES(i,n - 1)); each vertex of {Zi, Wi: i = 1,2, . . . , N} is tagged; and each vertex of 
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Yl Y2 YN 
x0 2;s Xli'S x2i’s xN_ljs XN$ W/S Xn-1 
Fig. 6. The graph o(S). 
{~~,x,_~,y~:i= 1,2 ,..., N) is tagged twice: there are no other vertices or edges. The 
graph a(S) can be visualized as in Fig. 6. 
We now show that S E HP(0, max) if and only if a(S) E CUB. We use the following 
lemmas, all of whose proofs follow almost trivially by inspection. 
Lemma 5. Let A be a graph built from the subgraph G = G(l, . .., m, l’, . . . , ml), where 
1 )..., in, l’)...) m’ are distinct vertices of A. Suppose further that A has a cubic subgraph 
C such that C and G have an edge in common. Then 
(i) exactly one of the edges of G involving a vertex from ( 1,2, . . . , m> is in C; 
(ii) exactly one of the edges of G involving a vertex from {l’, 2’, . . . , m' } is in C. 
Also, if an edge of G involving the vertex i E { 1,2, . . ., m} is in C and an edge of 
G involving the vertex j’ E {l’, 2’, . . . . m’} is in C then i = j. 
Lemma 6. Let A be a graph built from the subgraph H = H(l,. .., m, y), where 
1 , ..*7 m, y are distinct vertices of A. Suppose further that A has a cubic subgraph C such 
that C and H have an edge in common. Then exactly one of the edges of H involving 
a vertex from ( 1,2, . . . , m} is in C and exactly one of the edges of H involving the vertex 
y is in C. 
Lemma 7. Let A be a graph built from the subgraph K = K(1, . . ., n, l’, . . . , n’) where 
1 , . . . , n, l’, . . . , n’ are distinct vertices of A and K depends on the digraph S of size n. 
Suppose further that A has a cubic subgraph C such that C and K have an edge in 
common. Then 
(i) exactly one of the edges of K involving a vertex from ( 1,2, . . . , n) is in C; 
(ii) exactly one of the edges of K involving a vertex from {l’, 2’, . . . , n' } is in C. 
Also, if an edge of K involving the vertex i E { 1,2, . . . , n} is in C and an edge of 
K involving the vertex j’ E {l’, 2’, . . . , n’} is in C then there is an edge (i,j) in the 
digraph S. 
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Suppose a(S) contains a cubic subgraph C. By inspection and Lemmas 5-7, 
C contains the vertices x0 and x,... 1 and exactly one of the vertices {xji: 
i = 1,2, . ..) N}, for each i, say xji,> where ij # ik for allj # k. Also, by construction, we 
have that (0, iI), (iI, i2), (iz, i3), . . . . (iN- 1, iN), and (iN, n - 1) are all edges of the digraph 
S, and so S has a Hamiltonian path from vertex 0 to vertex max. The converse follows 
similarly. 
As the above reduction can be described by a monotone projection translation then 
the result follows, 0 
Corollary 8: CUB is complete for monotone NP via monotone projection translations. 
Corollary 9. The class of problems described by the sentences ofthe logic CUB* [FO,] 
coincides with NP, and CUB is complete for NP via projection translations. 
Proof. Follows from [ll], Theorem 4 and the fact that CUB is monotone. 0 
3. Cubic subgraphs in comparability graphs 
Finally, let us focus on the construction involved in Theorem 4 in more detail and, 
in particular, on any properties the constructed graph, o(S), might have. We begin by 
remarking that the complexity of the problem of deciding whether a given graph has 
a cubic subgraph has not been extensively studied: the original proof that this problem 
is NP-complete, via polynomial-time reductions, is attributed to Chvital [4], and the 
only other result known to us on the restriction of the general problem to specific 
classes of graphs is that in [14] where it is shown that the problem remains NP- 
complete on planar graphs of degree at most 7. 
The class of comparability graphs is a proper subclass of the class of perfect graphs. 
In particular, a comparability graph is a graph that can, by an appropriate assignment 
of directions to its edges, but turned into a transitive directed graph, i.e., a directed 
graph with the property that if (a, b ) and (b, c) are edges then so is (a, c). The class of 
comparability classes has been extensively studied with regard to whether various 
NP-complete problems become solvable in polynomial-time or remain NP-complete 
when restricted to the class of comparability graphs: unfortunately, the problem 
of deciding whether a comparability graph has a cubic subgraph is not one of these 
(see PI). 
We now show that the problem of deciding whether a comparability graph has 
a cubic subgraph is complete for NP via projection translations. We should add that 
the graphs constructed in [14] are not comparability graphs and so this result does 
not follow from the constructions in that paper (nor can we draw any conclusions 
about the class of planar comparability graphs or the class of comparability graphs of 
bounded degree). 
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Theorem 10. The problem of deciding whether a comparability graph has a cubic 
subgraph is complete for NP via projection translations. 
Proof. Consider the construction in Theorem 4. We claim that o(S) is a comparability 
graph. We substantiate this claim as follows. 
(i) Both graphs in Fig. 3 can have their edges oriented so that the resulting digraph is 
a transitive digraph. Moreover, we can do this so that all edges in either resulting 
digraph involving a vertex from (1, . . . , m, l’, . . . , m’, y} are directed towards the 
vertex in question. 
(ii) Suppose we have a tag at a vertex x in some graph. Then the edges of the tag can 
be oriented so that the resulting digraph is a transitive digraph. Moreover, we can 
do this so that the edge in the resulting digraph involving the vertex x is directed 
away from or towards x. 
(iii) The graph in Fig. 5 can have its edges oriented so that the resulting digraph is 
a transitive digraph. Moreover, we can do this so that all edges in the resulting 
digraph involving a vertex from (1, . . . . n, l’, . . . , n’) are directed towards the 
respective vertex. 
(iv) The graph a(S) can have its edges oriented so that the resulting digraph is 
a transitive digraph (use the above observations). 0 
Yet more can be deduced. A comparability graph G is uniquely partially orderable if 
there are exactly two transitive orientations of G, one the reversal of the other. The 
class of uniquely partially orderable graphs forms a proper subclass of the class of 
comparability graphs. (See [S] for more information on uniquely partially orderable 
graphs.) 
Corollary 11. The problem of deciding whether a uniquely partially orderable graph has 
a cubic subgraph is complete for NP via projection translations. 
Proof. Consider the construction in Theorem 4. We may clearly assume that a(S) is 
connected. Having said this, we leave it as a simple exercise to verify that a(S) is 
indeed uniquely partially orderable. 0 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper we have shown that 
l the problems HP(0, max) and CUB are complete for monotone NP via monotone 
projection translations (previously, the only such complete problem known was 
NES); 
l attempting to prove that problems remain complete for some complexity class via 
restricted (logical) reductions by mimicking existing traditional reductions does not 
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always work (indeed, as Allender, Baldzar and Immerman have shown, some such 
problem may not even be complete via such restricted reductions); 
l the process of “re-inventing” reductions between problems in order that these 
reductions can be appropriately described can yield new purely complexity-theor- 
etic results (such as Theorem 10 and Corollary 11). 
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